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Ambus Bench desks are ideal for team working,
touchdown, free-access and hot desking applications.
As the worksurface is undivided users may take up as
much or as little width as they require.
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A Combined storage/pedestal units provide convenient
desktop storage, divide worksurfaces and increase
privacy.

B Power towers provide intermediate support and high

capacity vertical cable routing: there are also integral
vertical cable conduits in the end frames.

C Single sided bench desks (with or without screens)
enable maximum utilisation of space where a
double-sided unit will not fit, and may also be
used as stand-alone desks.

D The panel end variant of Ambus Bench provides the

same functionality – sliding tops and comprehensive
cable management capabilities – as the metal
frame version, but with a more traditional aesthetic.
Panel ends also help conceal under-desk computer
equipment and general clutter.

E White frames and tops with Glacier green frosted
Perspex® screens.

To view the full Ambus brochure goto
sven.co.uk/ambus
For more Ambus images goto
sven.co.uk/ambusimages
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X-Range Bench is a robust and practical bench range
whose elegant slim profile belies the exceptional
strength and rigidity of its construction.
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A X-Range Bench desks may be configured to create

‘L’ shape desks, as shown. A power tower adjacent
to the wall routes cables from skirting to desk top.
Tops shown with scalloped rear edge option (replacing
cable ports). Dividing screen in clear frosted Perspex®.

B Create contemporary, stand-alone desks or

single-sided bench runs. Optional modesty panels.
Optional cable trays. Side extensions create an
L-shape worksurface.

C Screens shown here with optional accessory bar to
mount monitor brackets, letter trays etc. Pedestals
are offered in both standard and narrow widths
(narrow pedestals increase knee space; useful
where high density occupancy is desired).

D Optional sliding tops provide enhanced access
to the cable tray.

E Central Power Towers route cables from the floor into
optional high capacity cable trays. Elegant, slim,
aluminium-framed screens in a choice of fabrics or in
Perspex® – or without screens, with flush aligned tops.
Inset: To match to existing installations or simply for
a different aesthetic, X-Range offers two alternative
frame styles:
Left: Rectangular frames

X-Range

Bench

Right: Square frames

To view the full X-Range brochure goto
sven.co.uk/xrange
For more X-Range images goto
sven.co.uk/xrangeimages
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